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This paper is concerned with error correcting codes for asymmetric memories 
or channels. An asymmetric memory cell is one which has a much higher 
probability of 1 ~ 0 (0 ---> 1) type transition or failure compared with the 
0 -+ 1 (1 ~ 0) type transition. 
Starting with a new metric, the asymmetric distance da(X, Y) between two 
binary n-tuples X and Y and using the minimum asymmetric distance require- 
ment for an error correcting code, we introduce anew class of codes suitable for 
asymmetric channels, which we refer to as "group-theoretic codes." 
The single asymmetric error correcting property of these codes is proved, 
and their superiority in information rate over previously developed codes for 
asymmetric channels is established. 
We present some theory leading towards group-theoretic codes with the 
highest information rate for a given length n. Some open questions of interest in 
the area are posed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some recent and promising semiconductor large scale integrated (LSI) 
nonvolatile memory technologies are single-transistor-cell memories and metal- 
nitride-oxide semiconductor (lVfNOS) memories. A description of the two types 
of memories was given by Cohen et al. (1971) and Cricchi et al. (1973). 
These memories are also called nonvolatile since they retain information in 
spite of power failures or power shutoffs for long periods of time. 
The failures in the cells of these memories are most likely caused by the 
leakage of the charge, since a charge cannot be created except by a rewrite 
process. The LSI  and MNOS memories thus exhibit a unidirectional failure 
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property. Although the rest of the memory system--the address decoding, 
the cell selection, the gating logic, etc.--is not dependent on power shutoffs 
and is subject to symmetric failures, for the overall memo~3~ system, the pro- 
bability of "1 -+ 0" crossover failure is significantly greater than the "0 --+ 1" 
crossover failure. Such memories are referred to here as asymmetric memories. 
Asymmetric memories are best modeled by the binary asymmetric hannel 
shown in Fig. 1, with probability c~ of " l  ~ 0" crossover and probability ]3 of 
"0 -+ 1" crossover, where ~ :/= 8, % ~ < ½. 
TRAN SM I TTED P~ECE I VED 
SYMBOL SYMBOL 
i - /3 
0 
I 1-cz 
FIG. I. The binary asymmetric channel 
For a special case when 1 >~ a >~ fi it is possible to assume fi to be 0, particularly 
for codes of small block length; when ~2 > 8, the probability of erroneous 
decoding for asingle 1-error correcting code is of the same order of magnitude 
as the one for a single symmetric error correcting code. To substantiate the 
above, consider a code word having n 1 l 's and n o O's in it (n 1 + n o ~ n). The 
probability of erroneous decoding for a single (symmetric) error correcting code 
is given by 
The probability of erroneous decoding for a single 1-error correcting (asymmetric) 
code is given by 
Pa(e ) ~ (n2~ ) o~2 -}- nofi. 
Since c~  > fi > fi2, both Ps(e) and Pa(e) are of the same order of magnitude, 
namely, 0(~2). Thus, it is most appropriate to consider the model of an ideal 
binary asymmetric hannel shown in Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. The ideal binary asymmetric channel. 
Using the terminology introduced by Kim and Freiman (1959), we refer 
to the transitions "0 --~ 1" as 0-errors and to the "1 --~ 0" transitions as 1-errors. 
The design of single asymmetric error (1-error or 0-error) correcting codes 
for the ideal binary asymmetric channel ig the object of this paper; the method 
described in the sequel is the best known from the standpoint of maximizing 
the number of codewords in a single 1-error (0-error) correcting code of a given 
length n. 
The asymmetric nature of the new type of channel also reflects on the concept 
of distance between two binary vectors. The Hamming distance (see Peterson 
and Weldon, 1970), utilized for the study of the binary symmetric hannel is 
now replaced by that of asymmetric distance as defined below. 
DEFINITION 1 (Rao and Chawla, 1975). The asymmetric distance between 
two binary n-tuples X and Y, denoted a(X, XY) ,  is defined as 
ao(x, Y) = max(r, s), 
where r = number of positions i for which x, = 1 and y, = 0, s = number of 
positions i for which x~ =- 0 and y~ = 1. 
With the above notations, the Hamming distance dH(X, Y) between two binary 
n-tuples X and Y can be expressed as dH(X, Y) = r -l- s. 
The asymmetric distance has in fact the properties of a metric and thus can 
rightly be called distance. 
The following theorem by Rao and Chawla (1975) characterizes in terms of 
the asymmetric distance the error correcting capabilities of an asymmetric error 
correcting code. 
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THEOREM 2. A binary code of symmetric distance d is capable of correcting 
d -  1 of fewer 1-errors (or O-errors) and zs therefore called a (d -  1) 1-error 
correcting code. 
Outline of the Pro@ For any vector X, let S x denote the set of vectors 
obtained from X by replacing l 's with 0's in t places, t ~< d-  1. Then, for 
any two codewords X and Y we know da(X, Y) >/d holds. We need to show that 
Sx and Sv are two disjoint set s. This is straightforward to show, and the reader 
is referred to Rao and Chawla (1975) for a detailed proof. Q.E.D. 
A generalized version of the the above theorem in the case of the binary 
asymmetric channel can also be obtained. 
THEOREM 3. A binary code of asymmetric distance d is capable of correcting t 1 
or fewer 1-errors and t o or fewer O-errors, where tl and t o are fixed and t 1 + t o < d° 
A complete proof of this theorem was given by Constantin (1977). 
For single 1-error correcting codes, which are the subject of this paper, the 
minimum asymmetric distance requirement between any two code words X 
and Y of the code is, according to Theorem 2, da(X, Y) /> 2. This is a less 
restrictive condition than the minimum Hamming distance of 3 required for 
the single error correcting codes for the binary symmetric hannel. In fact, the 
following lemma gives the exact relationship between the asymmetric distance 
d~(X, Y) and the Hamming distance dn(X, Y) between two binary tuples X 
and Y. 
LEMUr 4. d~(X, Y) >~ do(X , Y) = max(r, s) >/(r -k s)/2 = dn(X, Y)/2 
which is an immediate r sult of Definition 1. 
Since dtt(X, Y) >/3 implies da(X , Y) >/2, one should hope, for any given n, 
to come up with a single 1-error correcting code of length n having more code- 
words, i.e., a higher information rate, than the single error correcting Hamming 
code of length n. And indeed, Kim and Freiman (1959) have succeeded in 
obtaining slightly higher information rates for most length n codes. Even higher 
information rates were achieved by Varshamov (1965, 1966); his technique is 
based on assigning weights 1 through n to the n positions of a binary vector of 
length n and then identifying as a single 1-error correcting code those binary 
vectors v for which the scalar product v • (1, 2,.., n) is equal to a fixed residue 
mod(n + 1). In particular, Varshamov states that for a given n, the code corre- 
sponding to the 0 residue mod(n + 1) has the highest information rate, although 
he offers no formal proof of this in his paper. 
The method presented in this paper generalizes Varshamov's codes and gives 
a theoretical foundation for a much broader class of codes. The information rates 
achieved by this new class of codes, "the group-theoretic codes" as we refer to 
them, are, for a given length n code, at least as high as Varshamov's codes and 
in many instances trictly higher. 
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Other research done in this area by Berger (1961), Freiman (1961, 1963), and 
Gordon (1963) took a different direction from the one followed in this paper. 
Generalizations to multiple error correcting codes were also given by Varsha- 
mov (1973) and McEliece (1973). In this paper, however, we restrict ourselves 
to single l-error correcting codes. 
2. DEFINITION OF TIlE GROuP=THEORETIC .CODES 
The development of group-theoretic codes, as their name shows, relies mainly 
on the theory of Abelian groups, and their structure is evidently inherited from 
the structure of the Abelian groups that generated them. 
The definition, theorems, and other results from group theory used in this 
paper can be found in Hall (1959) and Rotman (1973). 
Without loss of generality, we assume the Abelian groups we deal with in this 
paper to be additive, and the group operation is denoted by "+" .  
Consider an Abelian group G(+)  of order n q- l,having elements a 0 , a l ,  
a 2 ,..., a~ (a 0 the identity element). Let V denote the set of all binary n-tuples. 
We define a mapping L: V -+ G as follows: 
For any v -= (81 ,..., 8~) e V, L(v) = i 8i" ai , ai ~ G. 
i=1 
L(v) is called here a linear combination of v (with respect o the nonzero elements 
of G). It is rather simple to observe that the mapping L is onto G. Further we 
define the subsets Vi (i = O, 1,..., n) of V as follows: 
Clearly Vi (5 Va = 4 and V o td V 1 vJ ... td V, = F'. Therefore L partitions V 
into disjoint subsets. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let G(+)  be the group of integers modulo 5. We denote a 0 = 0, 
a 1 = 1, a2  = 2 ,  a a ~ 3 ,  a 4 = 4, and q- is addition modulo 5. Also let Vbe  the 
set of all 4-tuples. Then the set V is partitioned by  mapping L as follows: 
V o = {(0, O, O, 0), (1, O, O, 1), (0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1)}, 
V] = {(1, O, O, 0), (0, 1, O, 1), (1, 1, 1, 0)}, 
V= = {(0, 1, O, 0), (0, O, I, 1), (1, 1, O, 1)}, 
V8 = {(0, O, 1, 0), (1, 1, O, 0), (1, O, 1, 1)}, 
v~ = ((o, o, o, 1), (1, o, 1, o), (o, 1, 1, 1)). 
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Since the subsets IT/( i  = 0, 1,..., n) are disjoint and exhaust he set V, we 
have the following. 
LEMMA 6. At  least one o f  the subsets V o , V 1 .... , ~ has cardinal i ty  greater 
than or equal to 2~[(n @ 1), i.e., 
[ I f i  I > /2h i (  n q- 1) fo r  some i = O, 1, 2,..., n. 
There are many questions one can address with respect o the size of the sets 
V i ,  however, we defer them to a subsequent section, and instead we look now 
into the properties of a set I f /related to what could make V~ an error correcting 
code. 
Thus,  establishing the distance between two vectors of a set V~ is our starting 
point in determining the error correcting properties of the set Vi • 
LEMMA 7. The asymmetr ic  distance between any two vectors v and  u o f  V i  is 
greater  than or equal to 2: 
4(v, u) > 2, u, v e V i  , u :/: v. 
Proof.  Suppose there exist two vectors v, u ~ V i ,  between which there is an 
asymmetric distance of 1. The  following two cases are then possible: 
Case (a). The  two vectors v and u differ in two positions h and h as follows: 
v = (81 , 8~ ,..., 8~_1,1, 8/¢+1 .... , 3h_ l ,  O, 8h+ 1 ..... 8n) , 
u -~ (8 , ,  8~ .... ,8~_1 ,  O, 8~+, ,..., 8h -1 ,1 ,  8~,+, ..., 8~). 
Since v, u a V i  , we have L(v )  = L(u)  = a, . Also L(v)  - -  L(u)  = a~ - -  aT, . 
Thus  we have a~ - -  a~ = ai - -  ai = ao • Thus  we reach a contradiction, since 
a~ =/= at, for  k =/= h. 
Case (b). The  two vectors differ in only one position k, as follows: 
v = (81,82 .... , 8e_1, 1, 8k+1 .... , 8n), 
u = (8i ,  82 ..... 8/c_1 , 0, 8k+ 1 ,..., 8n) ,
and this leads to 
L(v )  - - L (u )  = ak ~. ao . 
Again we reach a contradiction because a~ 4= a 0 for k = 1, 2,..., n. Therefore, 
the asymmetric distance between any two vectors v, u in a set V~,  for any 
i = 0, 1 ..... n, is at least 2. Q.E.D. 
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Thus, from Theorem 2 and Lemma 7 we can conclude that the sets of vectors 
V0, I/" 1 .... , and V~, individually, can be used as asymmetric single 1-error 
correcting codes. 
The correction procedure for an erroneous vector is straightforward. Indeed, 
if Vi is selected as the asymmetric code and if a single i-error occurs in a code- 
word v ~ Vi, resulting in a Vector g, g ~ V~, then the position k in error is 
located by the simple calculation a~ = a~--a3.. A fixed order imposed on 
the elements of an Abelian group G will thus make k easy to find. Once k is 
obtained, we change the 0 in the kth position of g into a 1 and we obtain the 
desired eodeword v. 
EXAraPLt~ 8. To exemplify how the correction of a faulty vector is done, 
consider the set of codewords belonging to the set (code) V 0 generated by the 
elementary Abelian group E~. Now let us assume the received message to be 
c = (0, 0, 0, 1). Then 
a o -~- a o -]- a o -~ a 4 : -  aa ,  
and hence c E V 4 . The position in error is found from 
ao - -  a4 = a l .  
Thus we learn that the first bit of c is in error, and hence the transmitted code- 
word w corresponding to the received message c is 
w = (1, O, O, 1), 
and w ~ V 0 . 
A comparison based on the number of codewords in a single-error correcting 
code is made between the Hamming code, the Kim-Freiman code, the Varsha- 
mov code (the group-theoretic ode with G ~ Zn) and the "best group- 
theoretic ode." The results are shown in Table I. 
In each instance of a group-theoretic code, we listed the cardinality of the set 
If o . Several remarks on the results shown in this table are made in the next 
sections. In Table 1, Z n denotes the addition modulo n group. 
3. BEST GROuP-THEORETIC CODES 
In this section we are interested in finding the "best" single 1-error correcting 
group-theoretic code(s). The attribute "best" is associated wkh that code which 
has the largest number of codewords for the given block length n. 
This problem is actually threefold; three independent questions can be 
raised, the answers to which are not completely known, with the exception of 
one. The questions are: 
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TABLE I 
Number  of Codewords for Single-Errors Correcting Codes 
Group-theoret ic codes 
Code Hamming K im-Fre iman Varshamov Number  of 
length code code code ~ Group codewords 
2 1 2 2 Za 2 
3 2 2 2 Z4orZ2 × Z2 2 
4 2 2+2=4 4 Z5 4 
5 22=4 2~+2=6 6 Z6~Z2xZ a 6 
6 2 a = 8 23+22 = 12 10 Z T 10 
7 2 ~ = i6 28 +2 = = 12 16 Z2 × Z~ × Z2 16 
8 2 ~ = 16 24+2 a = 24 30 Za × Za 32 b 
9 25 = 32 25+28 = 40 52 Z10 ~Z2 × Z5 52 
10 26 = 64 26 + 2 ~ = 80 94 Zl l  94 
11 2 r = 128 27 + 24 = 144 172 Z2 × Z2 × Z~ 172 
12 28 = 256 28 + 25 = 288 316 Z13 316 
13 29 = 512 29 + 25 = 544 586 Z14 --= Z~ × Z7 586 
14 21° = 1024 220 + 2 ~ = 1088 1096 ZI~ --= Za × Z5 1096 
15 2 ~ = 2048 2 ~° + 2 ~ = 1088 2048 Z~ × Z2 × Z~ × Z2 2048 
16 2 n = 2048 211 + 27 = 2176 3856 Z17 3856 
17 212 = 4096 21~ + 27 = 4224 7286 Za × Za × Z~ 7296 b 
18 2 la = 8192 • 2 TM + 28 = 8448 13798 Z19 13798 
19 2 la = 16834 2 la+28 = 8448 26216 Z2 × Z2 × Z5 26216 
20 215 = 32768 2 a~ + 2 ~ = 16896 49940 Z~I ~ Za × Z7 49940 
Varshamov code is equivalent to the group-theoret ic code generated by G =-- Z~+I. 
Group-theoret ic  odes having a better information rate than the Varshamov codes. 
More  information on how these codes can be found is given in the next section. 
(i) What  Abe l ian  group  G of  o rder  (n @ 1) generates  the  set  V~ of  
n - tup les  w i th  the  largest  number  o f  n - tup les  in  it ? 
(ii) G iven  that  G is the  Abe l ian  group  of  o rder  (n ~- 1) that  generates  
the  set  V~ of  la rgest  card ina l i ty ,  wh ich  o f  the  (n q-  1) sets,  V 0 , /71, V 2 ..... V~,  
is Vi ? 
(iii) What  is a genera l  c losed fo rm express ion  for  the  size o f  a set  V~., 
j 0, 1,..., n ? In  par t i cu lar ,  it wou ld  even  be  sats i fac tory  to know a c losed  
fo rm express ion  for  the  size o f  the  set Vi of  the  la rgest  card ina l i ty .  
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Let us consider first the second question, to which a complete solution is 
available. This also permits us to get a better understanding of what is to be done 
in order to answer the first question. 
The answer to the second question is stated in the following theorem. 
T~tEOI~EM 9. For any Abelian group G of order ~i + 1, the following relatior~ 
holds: 
I Vol >~ I V~I, i= l ,  2,.. . ,n. 
In terms of the coding problem, the best single 1-error correcting code of 
length n determined from the Abelian group G is obtained by selecting as 
codewords the Vectors of the set Vo. 
A few additional results are necessary before we can attempt he proof of this 
theorem. 
I f  a 0 , a 1 .... , a~ are the elements of G(+) ,  consider the following two subsets 
of G 
J t E = {~,  ~ ,..., ~e}, ~o ¢ E, 
with the property 
such that 
# ¢¢ 
F = {a~, a s ,..., a~}, ao(~F ,
a}-~ a} '=ao,  1 <~ i <~ k, 
E u F = {a l ,  a~ ,..., an}, 
EnF={aR:R@0,2a  R =0}.  
In other words, every element ai of G, ai ~ ao, is included in only one of the 
subsets, unless ai is its own inverse in which case it is included in both subsets. 
Let us define now the following sets of binary k-tuples: 
X~ ~1, ~2 ,..., °~) a i " a i=  a~,c~ i=0or  1 , 
¥~= l ( f i~' f i~'"" f ie)  l~f i i ' a~ '=a~' f i i=O°r l l ' i=x  
fo rp  =O,  1,2, . . . ,n .  
Also, consider the set W~ of binary 2h-tuples as defined below: 
W~ = oh, c~2,..., ae, i l l ,  fig ,'", fie) ~i " a~ q- fli " a~" = a~ , 
i=1  i= l  \ 
~i , f i i=0or  1, i=  1,2, . . . ,h i ,  
] 
again for p = 0, 1, 2,..., n. 
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LEMMA I0. I f  a~ @ aq = ao , then l X~ ! = ] Yq ]. 
Pro@ A one-to-one correspondence b tween the binary vectors of the two 
sets can be established. Namely, we put in correspondence the vector v ~- 
(~1, c~ .... , ~)c  X~ with the vector u = (ill, fi2 ..... 3~) e Yq and vice versa 
iff ai = /? i ,  I <~ i <~ k. Q.E.D. 
Using this result we can then prove 
L~MMA 11. [Wo] >~ W~I ,P= 1,2,...,n. 
Proof. Let us observe that if a~ q- at = av then, for (al, %,..., ~k) ~ Xs 
and (/31,/?2 ,..., ilk) ~ Yt we have (al, a 2 ,..., c%,/71, t2 ,-.., [34) e W~. 
Thus, for any s and t satisfying a, + a t = a~. we can construct the 2h-tuples 
belonging to I4~ by concatenating the h-tuples beloning to X s with the h-tuples 
belonging to Y, .  
The following equality is then a direct consequence of the construction of 
the set I/I@ from the sets X s and Yt (a s @ a t = a~) as indicated above: 
i w~i = ~ /x~]. l  Yj[, 
i=0 
where for a given i, j is selected such that a i ~- aj = a~. 
The above relation holds for any p. In  particular, 
]W0]= i X, ] ' ]Y j I= i  IX , [ ' [X , [  
i=0 i=O 
since by the previous lemma [ Xi  ] = I YJ ] for a i @ aj ~ a 0 . 
Then, it follows immediately from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
) 
by replacing a k with I X~'~ and b k with / Y~ I, that 
rW o ~> [ W~ ',, p = 1, 2,..., n. Q.E.D. 
We are now in position to prove Theorem 9. 
Proof of Theorem 9. Two cases need to be distinguished: 
Case 1. n@ 1 is odd. 
In this case, G does not have any element of order two, and thus E (5 F -~ q~. 
Hence, from the definition of the sets W~ and V r it follows that I W~] = 
p V~ 1, p ~-- 0, 1, 2,..., n; the vectors in W~ are identical with those of V~, 
excepting, perhaps, a permutation of the elements. 
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Therefore, using Lemma 11, we get 
IVo l= lWoi~ lW~, l= lV , ,1 ,  p = 1, 2,..., n. 
and the theorem, for odd order groups, is proved. 
Case 2. n q- 1 is even. 
In this ease, G must have elements of order two, and without loss of generality, 
t t t 
let us assume a 1 , a 2 ,..., a h to be the dements of G of order two. This implies 
t l!  t t! t t t  
a I ~ a I , a 2 ~ a 2 ,..., a h ~ aa ,  
Under these circumstances, we would like to show that 
1W~, I=2~' IV I ,  I, for p = 0, 1, 2,..., n. 
Indeed, for every vector 
v = (~1, ~ ,..., ~ , . . . ,  ~ ,  ,81,/3~ ..... ,8~ ,..., ,8~) e w~,  
let us construct he vector 
u=(~1®,81, ~2®,8~,..., ,~®,sh,  ~+1,..., ~ ,  ,8~+1,..., 5~), 
and let us also define the set V~ of all these vectors derived from the vectors of 
W,a~ 
V;  = {U = (~1,  ~2 .... , a/~, O~h+ 1 ,..., O~lc , '8h+1 , " ' ,  5k)[, 
derived from v = (%,  % ,..., a~ ,..., %,  ,81, ,82 ,..., fiT~ ,..., ,sk) ~ W,  with 8i = 
~ O ,8i, i = 1, 2,..., h}. 
It  is easy to see that there are a total of 2 ~ distinct binary 2h-tuples of W~ 
that map into a vector u of V~. Thus, 
Iw~l=2"  Iv~i .  
However, the vectors of V~ are binary n-tuples, and except for a permutation 
of the elements, they are identical with the vectors of V, ,  i.e., 
[W, [=2 '~. [V~I  =2h ' ]V~] ,  for 0 ,1 ,2  ..... h. 
Then, 
i.e., 
2h. lVo l= lWol>fW~, l~-2~. rg ,  I, p=1,2  ..... n, 
IVo l> lv ,  l for p=l ,  2,...,n, 
which concludes the proof for even order groups; thus the theorem holds for 
any Abelian group. O.E.D. 
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Having proved this result, our first question can now be reformulated as 
follows: 
(i) For a given n, what Abelian group G of order n ~- 1 generates the set 
V 0 with the most number of vectors (n-tuples) in it ? 
The answer to this question is trivial for the case n + i ~ p, p prime, since 
there exists only one Abelian group of order p, namely Z~. The same is true 
when n q- 1, the order of the Abelian group G, is square free. As the Fundamental 
Theorem of Abelian groups hows, there exists only one Abelian group of order 
n + 1, namely, 
Zel X Zp~ x "'" x Z~k 
where, n -k 1 = P1 " P2 . . . . .  Pk is the prime decomposition f n q- 1; Pi =/= Pj 
for 1 ~ i < j ~ k. Z~ x Zb denotes the cross product of the two groups Za 
and Z b . 
The following conjecture is based only on the practical experience we had 
with the problem (examining the data resulting from several groups): 
Conjecture 12. Let n @ 1 = pa~ 1" pa22 . . . . .  p~ be the prime decomposition 
of n q- 1, p~ @ P5 , 1 ~< i < j ~ k. The single 1-error correcting code with 
the largest number of codewords in it, as determined by the method of group- 
theoretic odes, is the set of vectors V 0 , generated by the Abelian group G of 
order n q- 1, where G is the direct sum (cross product) of the elementary 
Abelian groups, E~I , E~.~ ..... E~.  
The conjecture appears to be valid from the results shown in Table 1. The 
size of the set V 0 generated by the Abelian groups Z a × Z3, Za × Z 3 × Z~ 
is greater than the size of the set V o generated by the cyclic groups Zg, Zls,  
respectively. 
However, the distribution by classes of the binary 3-tuples is the same for 
the groups Z~ and Z~ × Z2. This shows that the size of the set V 0 generated 
by Z12 will be the same as the size of the set Z 2 × Z 2 × Z a . 
Determining the size of the sets V o , V 1 ,..., Vn for a given Abelian group G 
of order n q- 1 can be a rather difficult task, even if computers are used. 
It is therefore desirable that one should develop the necessary theory to make 
these computations less of a chore. 
Although exact formulas for computing the size of a set Vi generated by 
a given cyclic group G would be most desirable, to achieve this at present seems 
to be a difficult problem. 
The largest class of Abelian groups for which we have been able to compute 
exact formulas for the size of the sets Vi generated by them, is that of the 
elementary Abelian group E~,  p prime, q >/ 1. 
A preliminary lemma is necessary before establishing the size of the sets V~ 
generated by E~.  In the proof of the next lemma, we conveniently identify 
643!4o/I-3 
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the elements of E~q with the elements of the Galois field GF(pq), thus E~, 
necessarily becomes the additive group of this field. 
LEMMA 13. Let a o , a i ,..., a , ,  n + 1 = p~, be the elements of the additive 
group E~ of the Galois field GF(pq). 
The following relation holds between the size of the sets fro, frl ..... Vn 
generated by the group E~ : 
IV~I = IV=I -  - l r~l  ~ lVo l .  
Proof. Let Vi, i :/= 0, be the set corresponding to the element ai of E~e and 
let V s , j :fi 0, j @ i, be the set corresponding to the element as of E~.  
The elements ae and a n satisfying the relations ae * a~ = aj and an * a s -~ ai 
exist; moreover, they are unique in the field GF(pq). The symbol • represents 
the field multiplication which is distributive over the operation of addition. 
For any vector v = (%, as ,..., an) in the set Vi, we have 
thus 
where 
L(v) = ~ am'am, 
an, ' (a~*am) = ak*ae = a s ~ f f im 'am,  
~=1 m=l  
/3 m=0 if am' =0 and a~.am, - -a , , ,  
= 1 if a,~, ~- 1 and ak*am'- - - -am. 
Thus the vector u ---- (/3 i , t33 ,...,/~n) belongs to V s . 
Similarly, we can map the vectors of V s into the vectors of Vt • For instance, 
if u = (ai, a~ ,.-., an) is a vector of Vs then 
thus 
where 
L(u) = ~ ~m "am = aj, 
a~*L(u)= ~ 8m'(aa*am)=aa*a~=a,~ ~ ym'am,  
Ym-~-0 if 8 m' - - -0  and an*am,=am,  
1 if 8m' = 1 and an * am' ~-~ am. 
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Thus the vector v = (71, Yz .... , Yn) belongs to Vi • 
For a%: /=a% and a ,~@a o we have ae ,a%~ae,a%,an ,am,  
a~ * a%,  ae • am =/= a0 and an * am @ a 0 . Thus, the mappings defined above 
put the vectors of the two sets, V i and Vj, in one-to-one correspondence; hence 
]V~] = I V;I,  1 <~i<j<~n.  
Using the result already established in Theorem 9 we get 
IVl l  =1V21-  - t V~l ~1Vo] ,  Q.E.D. 
We now need only find the size of the set V o and that of a set Vi for some i 5a 0. 
This is precisely the strategy of the next theorem for finding the size of any set 
Vi generated by E,q. 
THEOREM 14. The sizes of the sets /7o, V 1 ,..., V~, n -k 1 = pq, q > 1, 
generated by the elementary Abelian group E,~, are given by the following 
equations: 
Vo I = + 2 ~-~-1, 
U 
Vii ----- , i ---- 1, 2,..., n. p~ 
Proof. Let ao, oa ,..., as be the elements of the elementary Abelian group 
E~,  and let b o , b 1 .... , bin, m -}- 1 = pa-1, be the elements of the elementary 
Abelian group E,~-,. The elements ai of the group E,~ can be represented as 
follows: for O < i ~ n, i = k + p . j, O~<k~<p- -1 ,  O ~ j ~ m, ai = 
(k, b3. 
Consider the following sets of binary (n + 1)-tuples: 
V;= {v =( f io , f i x , . . . , f i~) ]L (v )= ~-=o  /3r'a~ =a i , f i r=0or  1 I. 
We have proved previously that ] V~I = 2 • ] V, 1. For the set g~, we now 
establish that 
l V;t = l v£1-k2  ~-~ 
which then immediately gives the exact size of the sets V i . 
Let us arrange the elements ao , a 1 ,..., a~ of the group E,~ in a rectangular 
R = 
array R: 
(0, bo) (0, bl) " (0, bin) 
(1, b~) (1, bl) ..- (1, bin) 
. . .  
, . .  
. ° ,  
(p - - l ,  bo) (p - - l ,  bx) ... (p - - l ,b~)  
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This permits us to refer to subsets of the elements of E~ by the columns of R 
(note that the columns of R are actually cosets of E~). 
Let $/" denote the set of binary (n -k l)-tuples of V 0 whose elements in the 
positions corresponding to the elements of a column of R are either all O's or 
all l's. Note that 
[~[  = 2 ~°-~ 
since R has p~-i columns. 
We define a one-tone mapping between the binary (n -k 1)-tuples of the sets 
V~ -- ~ /and  V[, thereby establishing that the two sets have the same size, 
Let v be a vector of V£ --  Y/, and without loss of generality let v ~ (%, 
% ,.-., %0-1 ,..., K0, K1 ,..., K~-z ,...,/z0,/'1 ,...,/z~-l), where %, % ,..., %_~ corre- 
spond to the elements of the kth column of R, and K 0 , K z ,..., K~_~ correspond 
to the elements of the hth column of R. Suppose k is the least positive integer 
for which the elements of v corresponding to the elements of the kth column 
of R are not all O's or l's. Then let (h, bj.) be the contribution of the elements 
K 0 , K 1 ,..., K~_ 1 ofv toL(v). By circular ight shifting the elements K0, K 1 ,..., K~_I, 
we can make the contribution of the elements of ~ corresponding to the elements 
of the kth column of R be (h -t- 1, bs). (The number of places, s, to right circular 
shift the elements K0, K 1 ,..., K~_ 1 of ~-, is found by solving the diaphantine 
equation w 's  ~ 1 (modp), where w is the number of nonzero elements among 
Ko, ~1 ,..., K~-I -) The resulting vector g will then belong to V~. The mapping 
thus defined can be shown to be one-to-one. Similarly, we define a mapping 
from V[ to V o - -  V,  and again this mapping can be shown to be one-to-one. 
Thus, [ V~'[ = { VoI --  2 ~-~, and since [ V~' I = 2 "1 V¢ I, 0 ~ i ~< n, we 
have I V1 I = I Vo I - -  2~-1-1- Recalling Lemma 13, we infer that 
I 1/01 = t- 2 ~°-~-~, p~ 
I r~ l= , l <~i~n.  p~ 
4. CONCLUSION 
Starting with the "asymmetric distance" metric, we have established a class 
of asymmetric distance 2 codes, namely "The Group-Theoretic Codes." These 
codes are shown to be superior in their information rate over the previously 
known asymmetric codes of Kim-Freiman and Varshamov. 
An important result of this paper, we believe, is that for a given Abelian group 
G of order n q- 1, the binary asymmetric distance 2 code of length n as 
specified by the subset V o has the maximum information rate compared with 
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the other subsets V~ (i > 0); i.e., I r0/~lgi l  for all i > 0. The results 
presented in the paper will enable one to look for error correcting codes of 
asymmetric distance greater than 2 (for multiple error correction). 
At present, the authors are pursuing the theoretical s well as the implementa- 
tion problems of the group-theoretic codes. Encoding and decoding of group- 
theoretic odes appears to be an interesting problem in itself. 
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